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This fourth edition of this best-selling core history textbook offers a richly illustrated, single volume, narrative
introduction to African history, from a hugely respected authority in the field. The market-leading range of
illustrated material from prior editions is now further improved, featuring not only additional and redrawn
maps and a refreshed selection of photographs, but the addition of full colour to make these even more
instructive, evocative and attractive. Already hugely popular on introductory African History courses, the book
has been widely praised for its engaging and readable style, and is unrivalled in scope, both geographically and
chronologically – while many competitors limit themselves to certain regions or eras, Shillington chronicl es the
entire continent, from prehistory right up to the present day. For this new edition, both content and layout
have been thoroughly refreshed and restructured to make this wealth of material easily navigable, and even
more appealing to students unfamiliar with the subject.
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Clear, accessible language ideal for introductory level
students new to the subject
Easy to follow chronological/regional approach which
covers the entire continent and all of African history
from earliest times in one volume
An unbiased narrative, without agenda
Takes an African viewpoint, not usual US/European
perspective on Africa
Richly illustrated with over 100 maps and over 150
photographs

